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better used individually and adapting to a speciﬁc layout means to renounce to part of information given by the page structure. Another option would consist in optimizing a page to ﬁt speciﬁc displays and user requirements. Optimizing a page is challenging task as many constraints must be taken into consideration at a time. This task is delegated to human intelligence. Can an algorithm adapt web content as well and suggest new ways to organize a page? In this paper we attempt to provide a preliminary answer that question. Search based algorithms, meta-heuristics in particular, are a promising solution for supporting the task. This paper investigates the application of a genetic algorithm to optimize web pages to get adapted to small displays, starting from those pages designed for desktop applications. The algorithm is aimed at manipulating offline the structure of the page by evolving a set of parameters describing the DOM structure (e.g. horizontal and vertical scrolling, occupation ratio, maximum number of pages, etc.) in order to ﬁnd the best content disposition and size and to ﬁt the whole page to small screen of hand-held devices. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of layout design in web application and in mobile domain; Section 3 describes how the problem has been modeled and solved by a genetic algorithm; Section 4 presents preliminary experimental results; in Section 5 conclusions are drawn and future directions outlined.
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Abstract—Getting access to web content by mobile devices is becoming widespread. This poses the need of adapting content that have been designed for desktop application to being delivered on smaller displays. In this paper we investigate the application of a genetic algorithm as means for an automatic adaptation of existent pages to mobile device requirements, reporting preliminary results and outlining problems to be faced and solved in order to make this approach robust.
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I. I NTRODUCTION The diffusion of PDAs, cell phones, and many other mobile devices, along an increasing coverage of wireless networks, made browsing web pages on mobility a common means for accessing the Internet. However, small displays limit usability and accessibility to information. Users ought to scroll the screen in both vertical and horizontal directions to ﬁnd the desired content, making information fruition and navigation a difﬁcult and sometimes frustrating task. This is because pages are generally designed for being accessed by desktop devices with large screens. As the number of users is increasing, editors are more and more motivated to deliver content adapted to needs and constraints of mobile devices. So, it is becoming common to provide a reduced version of content suitable for being accessed by hand-held devices, generally referring to screen resolution of 240×320px. However the screen size, resolution and orientation is changing over the time, and many conﬁgurations (elder and newer) are available nowadays. There are different strategies to deal with mobile devices: (i) to deliver pages adapted to mobile requirements, (ii) to automatically ﬁt pages in a standard structure as the single column layout, (iii) to keep the page unchanged. Each of these strategies has some limitations and drawback. For instance, keeping the page unchanged can make the page unsuitable to get accessed by smaller displays, whilst delivering speciﬁc content means to deal with many displays variants available today that could be 978-0-7695-3872-3/09 $26.00 © 2009 IEEE DOI 10.1109/ISDA.2009.53



II. R ELATED WORKS Over the years we assisted to an increasing availability of screen size, from the the smallest 128 × 128 pixels to the largest 800 × 480 pixels, meaning that the largest screen is 23 times bigger than the smallest one. Even focusing on most popular screen sizes, availability increased from 2005 to today, as depicted in Fig.1, although 240 × 320 (QVGA) is the new baseline screen size. 1055
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Popular screen size.
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It has been estimated that 128 × 128, 128 × 160, 176 × 220 and 240 × 320 displays cover 78% of all devices in EMEA, US and CA, and 96% of all phones have a screen size ratio between 3:4 and 4:3. However still displays of mobile devices greatly differ in their characteristics. With such a plethora of available displays differing in their dimensional characteristics, the task of adapting existing web content becomes challenging. Many different techniques have been developed over the time. Stormer [1] surveys different ways to adapt existing web pages to mobile devices, classifying them in three main categories: (i) Rewrite the page in a suitable way for mobile devices; (ii) Adapt the pages automatically choosing a different CSS; (iii) Use XML to transform the pages. Ahmadi and Kong [2] propose a novel method to automatically adapt a desktop presentation to mobile, in order to overcome the frustrating task of users in scrolling the screen both vertically and horizontally. Their approach integrates structural analysis of the HTML source and visual layout detection to identify closely related content and then to generate an adapted layout. An alternative approach is based on segmenting web pages, choosing informative sections and re-laying these sections into a compact form, as proposed by Sengamedu, Mehta, and Madaan [3]. In their work, they present a system that, leveraging structural, content and visual information, learns the page template, assigns relevance to each section, and scales them according to their score. Lethonen et al. [4] introduce a proxy based platform able to render web pages and to extract only the necessary information to be sent to the mobile client. Novelty of this approach resides in resembling a view similar to that available by a desktop browser but smaller. Baluja [5] proposes to present the user a thumbnail image of the full web page, allowing the user to zoom into regions. All solutions above and others (e.g. Olivera [6]) attempt to identify heuristics for solving the problem. More recently, another direction being investigated regards the page layout as an optimization problem aimed at maximizing usability
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Figure 1.



criteria and user preferences, meeting as much as possible dimensional constraints. Ahmad, Basir and Hassanein [7] pursue a different approach. They suggest fuzzy logic rules as means for tradingoff between different, often conﬂictive, requirements and user preferences, still meeting the standard usability guidelines at the same time. In another work, Ahmad et al. [8] regard the page layout as a bin packing problem. They address the problem by optimization strategies based on heuristic rules for placing content modules (shaped as rectangles) in sequence. The strategy outcome depends on the order by which modules are placed. In particular the strategy ﬁtness is function of module position and dimension. A genetic algorithm is introduced in order to ﬁnd the module sequence that maximize the strategy outcome. Gajos, Weld and Wobbrock [9] solve the problem of ﬁnding an appropriate trade-off among device constraints and user preferences by adopting a decision-theoretic optimization. Russo, Birtolo and Troiano [10] suggest a pure generative approach in layout design is able to face the problem. In our previous work [11], we successfully tested genetic algorithms in re-arranging the disposition of Web form ﬁelds on different pages according to some constraints. The paper is focused on a pre-deﬁned page layout (i.e. vertical ﬂow in mobile devices) which allows only to determine the sequence of ﬁelds per page. By this way horizontal scrolling is automatically avoided but we can not re-organize the whole page. In the proposed approach, instead, we consider a Web page containing images, text areas, buttons and we arrange elements in new and unforeseen layouts. In [12] we investigated the application of genetic algorithms as a viable approach to optimize a menu layout in order to maximize accessibility and compliance to guidelines and user preferences. III. A LGORITHM



The algorithm is inspired to the GA given by Goldberg [13] and its structure is outlined in Fig.2. The algorithm breeding is based on the following operations:



Figure 2. •



Algorithm structure.



selection: Tournament Selector has been preferred in order to be less sensitive to the ﬁtness scaling
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keep the aspect ratio. Parameters: resize ratio, if zero the graphics is removed from the page. 4) Textual Button: a simple labeled button. The algorithm can arbitrarily change width or height of the button, ensuring a correct visualization of the label inside. Parameters: width resize ratio and height resize ratio. The whole page is modeled as a container. An additional parameter (i.e. page break) allows to split the page in several pages. This makes possible to dispose the content in more pages if necessary. In order to reduce the search space, each parameter can assume a discrete number of possible values. Values are indexed. For instance, a resize ratio can assume values such in {20%, 50%, 100%, 120%}. Each of these values is indexed, so ratio = 0 means 20%. Boolean parameters are coded as 0 for false and 1 for true. In order to keep the page aspect consistent, elements can be grouped in classes (i.e. categories). Each category refers to speciﬁc parameters, so that optimization is able to control the rendering of several elements at a time.



crossover: Scattered Crossover has been deﬁned in order to maximize the population diversity during the evolution • mutation: Simple Mutation, in order to change one gene randomly In particular, the algorithm adopts elitism with a random selection of individual to be substituted by the best ones. Tournament is implemented by selecting the best individual after t pairwise comparisons, as described in [13]. Scattered Crossover is described in Fig.3. First the number of genes to exchange is chosen, then which genes to use is decided, the two parent chromosomes are mixed and offsprings generated.
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Figure 3.



Scattered crossover.



We preferred scattered crossover to more usual singlepoint and two-point crossover, as it performs better in mixing parameters as required by the layout optimization, thus enabling the genetic algorithm to converge faster and produce better solution.
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Figure 4.



Mapping of page layout to chromosome



A. Chromosome structure and mapping The page structure is accessible by its Document Object Model (DOM). At beginning, the algorithm inspects the page DOM and identiﬁes the elements to be optimized. According to resulting list and to elements categories, a chromosome structure is properly instanced. Individuals represent a particular set of parameter values for rendering the page in a modiﬁed layout. As means of making the solution independent on a speciﬁc device, element dimensions are expressed as relative ratios. So, starting from the original screen size (in pixel), the algorithm determines the absolute dimensions of elements, also adding a border around them for a better page rendering, and ultimately the actual page size. The mapping between page structure and chromosome is depicted in Fig.4



We assume that web page is structured in a hierarchy of elements. Depending on what kind a page element is, different optimization parameters are made available. More speciﬁcally, elements we are interested to optimize are: 1) Container: holds simpler elements or other containers. This element gives the possibility to decide the disposition of the inner elements, vertically piled or horizontally aligned. The container size depends on the size of its content. Parameters: orientation and page break (only for the top level container). 2) Text: is a paragraph, an hypertext or a text-area. A text is characterized by width and font size; height is determined according to these two properties. It is also possible to choose a detailed or a summarized version of the content. Parameters: width resize ratio, font resize ratio, summarized (only for paragraphs and hypertexts). 3) Graphics: an image, an icon or an image button. This element is only characterized by a resize ratio able to



B. Fitness Function The ﬁtness function for an individual x is aimed at assessing a resulting layout according to the following requirements:
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Fitness is a function (to maximize) assuming values in the unit interval [0, 1] and deﬁned as 1



f itness(x) = C(x) m · T (x)



(1)
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where C(x) ∈ [0, 1], deﬁned by Eq.2, is a convex combination of page requirements, m is a score related to the number of pages (see Eq.3), while T (x) is a score given by meeting text-width constraints. As C(x), m ∈ [0, 1], power 1/m makes C(x) smaller by deacreasing m, so that minimum is 0 when the number of pages exceeds the maximum of allowed pages Nmax .1 When the number of pages is below Nmin , therefore fully acceptable, m = 1 and C(x) is left unchanged. The product of C(x) and T (x) requires both contributions to be maximized. C(x) =



Figure 5.
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where m = 1 means ideal, and m = 0 unacceptable. Finally, T (x) takes into the account quality of text rendering, as vi (x) (4) T (x) = 1 − ∗ vi (x)
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scrolling should be limited in both vertical and horizontal direction (“scrolling constraint”, see Fig.5); a page should occupy as much as possible the space made available on the display (“area occupation constraint”, see Fig.6); elements should be arranged in order to minimize the empty space among them and should be minimized as this result in wasting available space (“area waste constraint”, see Fig.6); the number of pages, in which the original document has to be split, should not be over a certain limit (“number of page constraint”); a minimum width for text rendering should be met as much as possible (“text-width constraint”).



(2)



where A1 (x) is an index of how the scrolling constraint is met, whilst A2 (x) is referred to the occupation constraint (area maximization of device display) and A3 (x) to the area waste constraint. These three factor are opportunely traded off by weights wi with i = 1..3 The page limit is deﬁned fuzzy, in order to avoid a sharp border between what is acceptable and what is not. So the maximum acceptable number of pages is Nmax , whilst the ideal number of pages should be not over Nmin . Therefore ⎧ ⎪ n ≤ Nmin ⎨1 n−Nmin m = 1 − Nmax −Nmin Nmin < n < Nmax (3) ⎪ ⎩ 0 n ≥ Nmax
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Scrolling



w1 · A1 (x) + w2 · A2 (x) + w3 · A3 (x) w1 + w2 + w3



Figure 6.



with vi (x) giving the number of text violations of x, and vi∗ (x) the maximum number of possible violations. IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS Experimentation is aimed at verifying if the ﬁtness function is a good predictor of page rendering quality, how the algorithm is able to ﬁt more complex pages, and how evolution is affected by the parameters of genetic algorithm and ﬁtness function. We run the algorithm several times with different parameter settings in order to study quantitatively the algorithm convergence. In our experimentation we considered three different web pages with different complexity (see Fig.7): 1) A simple Web Form Page (Login Page)



Area waste and occupation



1 The



1



value C(x) m = 0 is obtained as limit by



1 m



→ +∞.
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Figure 8. Average ﬁtness behavior for Login Page by varying the population size



Initial Web Pages
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Figure 7.



2) Page for choosing a customer service (Service Page) 3) A complex Web Form Page (Business Application Form) Initial page layouts are used to populate the algorithm at the beginning along a set of random solutions. The ratio between initial clones and random solutions is named the randomization rate. We repeated 5 runs for different problem conﬁgurations.2 First of all, we investigated about the ﬁtness trend at varying the population size (200, 500, 1000 individuals) as depicted in Fig.8 and Fig.9. By plotting the arithmetic mean of best ﬁtness, we can verify the convergence for both the Login Page and the Service Page. By increasing the page complexity we notice some issues regarding the convergence due to longer chromosomes, from 20 genes for Login Page to 34 genes for Business



2 Each run required between 16.5 minutes and 3.88 hours on Pentium IV 2GB RAM.



Figure 9. Average ﬁtness behavior for Service Page by varying the population size



Application Form (Fig.10). Algorithm convergence is conﬁrmed when we modify the randomization rate of the initial population (see Fig.11) although searching an optimal solution for the Service Page (Fig.12) seems to better perform when rate is 1.0 (meaning a completely random initial population). In Fig.13 and in Fig.14, we reported the average ﬁtness behavior for different conﬁgurations of ﬁtness parameters wi (Eq.2). We select three different ﬁtness parameter settings: W 1 : (w1 , w2 , w3 ) = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25) W 2 : (w1 , w2 , w3 ) = (0.25, 0.5, 0.25) W 3 : (w1 , w2 , w3 ) = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5)



(5)



We can conclude that analysis is independent on these factors and the average ﬁtness behavior is related to the complexity of the target page. We can notice that the algorithm reached high values of ﬁtness in common Web interface, although the behavior differs qualitatively according to the problem settings. As shown in Fig.15 we observe an optimal solution found for Service Page. In the ﬁgure we compare an individual
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Figure 12. Average ﬁtness behavior for Service Page by varying randomization factor.



Average ﬁtness behavior.
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Figure 10.



Figure 11. Average ﬁtness behavior for Login Page by varying randomization factor.



Figure 13. Average ﬁtness behavior for Login Page by varying ﬁtness parameters.



of transformations able to ﬁt a page to a mobile device assuming a set of user constraints. The preliminary results are twofold. On one side, they prove that this approach is promising and able to ensure the optimization of the pages in accordance with aesthetics and usability requirements. On the other side, the solution is not able to scale an increasing page complexity. In our opinion this is due to the conﬂictive constraints able to trap the algorithm in local optima. A solution to overcome the current limitations is to treat the problem as multi-objective optimization, does avoiding the fusion of objectives in one single ﬁtness value. In brief, although generative approach is feasible, there is still work to do before page layouts will be automatically discovered and adapted.



V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK



This work was partially supported by MIUR Project Automatic System For The Visually Impaired (SAPI), n.1642-2006.
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which is not optimal (at left) with the best solution (at right) found for the same page after 100 generations. We observe that the worst individual with ﬁtness value equal to 0.74693 has some issues such as empty space in the page and scrolling in horizontal direction. The best individual (f itness = 0.9626) is composed by 2 pages, area occupation is optimized and there is no scrolling. Fig.16 and Fig.17 show the results of the optimization process for Login Page and Business Application Form in relation to the ﬁtness value obtained. We can notice how the ﬁtness function can effectively measure the result quality in terms of aesthetics and usability. Indeed, high values of ﬁtness match with better pages having content enclosed within the display size. On opposite, low levels of ﬁtness entail pages badly ﬁtted to the displays, thus requiring to scroll the content.
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Figure 14. Average ﬁtness behavior for Service Page by varying ﬁtness parameters.



Optimizing Login Page.



Figure 15.
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Figure 16.



Figure 17.



Optimizing Business Application Form.



Optimizing Service Page.
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